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The Student Government Association 
has inducted eight students into the 
organization and hopes to add more. 
During the first meeting of the 
semester last Tuesday, SGA President 
Jorge Muñoz administered the oath of 
office to Ruby Ramos and Javed Paiman, 
senators for the College of Liberal Arts; 
Karla Lozoya, senator at large; Jessica 
Vallejo, senator for the School of Health 
Sciences; Daniel Vela and Selina Duran, 
senators for College of Education; 
Jennifer Espinales, senator for the 
College of Science, Mathematics and 
Technology; and, Dana Almeida, vice 
president of accounting and finance.
With 21seats in the senate remaining 
to be filled, Muñoz encouraged those 
students interested in serving to apply.
“I want to let everybody know that 
we still have some vacancies … and 
anybody is welcomed to this SGA,” he 
said. “I think I can speak for everybody 
when I say that we do welcome anybody 
and as long as you meet the criteria 
there is no reason to keep you out … the 
more the merrier.” 
Requirements for serving in the SGA 
are posted online at http://www.utb.edu/
sa/sga/Pages/default.aspx.  
In other business, the SGA approved 
five resolutions:
--No. 1 sets house rules for SGA 
meetings. No food may be eaten, all 
electronic devices must be turned off, 
members must follow a dress code 
and voting members appointed to 
committees must submit written reports. 
--No. 2 sets dates and requirements 
for Freshman Elections: Friday is 
the deadline to declare candidacy; 
the student eligibility check and 
notification is Sept. 6; the mandatory 
candidates’ meeting is scheduled Sept. 
7; campaigning starts at 8 a.m. Sept. 
8; elections will be conducted from 
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sept. 13 and 14 via 
Blackboard; and, votes will be counted 
and results will be announced at 4:30 
p.m. Sept.14.
--No. 3 implements a $30,467 budget. 
The SGA president and vice president 
will receive wages totaling $5,400 
each, with $1,080 set aside for benefits; 
$1,000 is set aside for travel; $2,000 for 
reserves; and $16,307 for maintenance 
and operation.
--No. 4 sets proposal and distribution 
guidelines. The president will distribute 
resolutions via e-mail to the senate 24 
hours before being presented at senate 




SGA President Jorge Muñoz (right) swears in six new senators during Tuesday’s Student Government 
Association meeting. They are (from left) Jennifer Espinales, Javed Paiman, Selina Duran, Dana Almeida, 
Daniel Vela and Jessica Vallejo. Also sworn in earlier in the meeting were Ruby Ramos and Karla Lozoya.
• See ‘SGA,’ Page 3
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Many students say they turned in their 
financial aid application on time but have 
not received their awards. Now, they are at 
risk of having their classes dropped because 
they don’t have the money to pay for them.
 Data shows that by March 1, UTB/
TSC received 6,016 applications for the 
2010-2011 financial aid application cycle. 
Of these applicants, only 1,604, or 26.66 
percent, provided all required paperwork, 
according to the Financial Aid Office.
By June 1, the university received 12,940 
financial aid applications, with only 6,945 
applicants providing all requested items. 
By Aug. 18, the number of applications 
received rose to 16,008, but only 11,922 
of these applicants submitted all the 
paperwork.
In spite of an 8.74 percent increase in 
financial aid applications in this financialaid
cycle from the same time last year, more 
than 46 percent of applicants did not submit 
all requested items before the priority 
deadline of June 1.
Financial Aid Director Mari Chapa told 
The Collegian via telephone the university 
implemented the “Red Light, Yellow Light, 
Green Light” campaign last spring semester 
to inform students of financial aid deadlines.
A green light means a student turned in 
an application between Jan. 1 and March 1, 
ensuring awards would be ready. A yellow 
light is given to an application submitted 
between March 2 and June 1, meaning 
“we were almost going to guarantee you 
that your awards will be there by payment 
deadline,” Chapa said. 
Submitting an application after June 1 is 
considered a late submission and given a 
red light.




• See ‘Financial,’ Page  15
UTB/TSC’s enrollment has increased 
8.5 percent from last fall semester, to 
slightly more than 14,000 students who 
are signed up for 132,000 credit hours.
This increase is slightly higher than 
university officials had predicted.
As of Wednesday, enrollment was 
at 14,037 students, according to data 
provided by Registrar Albert Barreda. A 
slight decrease in this figure is expected 
this week as students make choices based 
on variables such as whether they receive 
financial aid and if they add and drop 
classes. Barreda expects the changes to 
continue until Wednesday. 
While some dislike the staggered 
registration system implemented last 
April, Barreda said it has allowed the 
registration process to run smoothly.
“Actually, as registration activity goes, 
it has gone smoother than any other 
year,” he said. “I think that is a result 
of more students registering early and I 
think there is a more deliberate approach 
by students to properly plan what they 
are going to be taking.” 
Another factor that contributed to 
make the registration process smoother 
was Scorpiontation, during which 
incoming freshmen registered and met 
with an academic adviser to guide them, 
Barreda said. 
“That created an environment where 
students were forced to plan earlier and 
actually went through the registration 
process a lot earlier,” he said.
Dual Enrollment
Twenty-five schools take advantage of 
UTB/TSC’s Dual Enrollment program, 
which allows high school students to take 
college courses. A total of 1,123 students 
in 1,396 seats were participating as of last 
Tuesday, according to Dual Enrollment 
Director J. Angel Mendez. The seats are 
Enrollment higher than expected
By Héctor Aguilar
Spanish Editor
• See ‘Enrollment,’ Page   3
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meetings. The president of the senate 
will encourage the timely Internet 
posting of approved agendas by the 
executive board as well as resolutions 
approved by the senate.
--No. 5 sets aside $300 for the 
purchase of food and miscellaneous 
items to be distributed to students during 
Constitution Day festivities on Sept. 17.
Muñoz thanked those students who 
attended the meeting and encouraged 
those who could not to contact him if 
they have concerns.
In her report, Vice President of 
Administration Rosalinda Rangel 
spoke about the concern regarding the 
reservation of rooms in the Student 
Union.
“The problems is that a lot of student 
organizations reserve the rooms back-
to-back and they happen to have the 
same members, and they would play 
video games and watch movies for like 
five hours in a row,” Rangel said. 
She said those rooms are for use by 
any student organization, but they need 
to keep in mind that they are not to 
be used to play video games or watch 
movies for such a long period of time.
Rangel also thanked Financial Aid 
Director Mari Chapa, to whom the 
SGA referred students with financial 
assistance problems.
Vice President for Policy and 
Procedure Joshuah D. Law said he was 
glad that this year is beginning well.
“[The SGA] is very proud to say 
that [the organization] is off to a great 
start with all the people coming in this 
semester, especially to the people right 
now sitting with the crowd who are 
about to become senators. … I’m really 
excited about this,” Law said.
Muñoz also spoke about the campus’ 
new tobacco-free policy.
“Even though many people may not 
be in favor of it, I just want them to 
remember that we have to comply by 
the rules and if there is anything that 
you want to say or feel that is unjust … 
that’s what we’re here to do, to represent 
you. … We will help you in any way we 
can,” he said. 
The new policy takes effect 
Wednesday.
SGA
Continued from Page 1
Shooting poisonous darts and drilling 
holes in shells to consume the insides may 
seem like something from a science-fiction 
movie but, in reality, it is what mollusks 
do to survive and also the subject matter 
of the “Encyclopedia of Texas Seashells.” 
David Hicks, an assistant professor 
in the Biological Sciences Department, 
contributed to the publication by writing 
the third chapter, titled “Molluscan 
Ecology and Habitats.” 
A mollusk is “any of a large phylum 
(Mollusca) of invertebrate animals 
(as snails, clams or squids) with a soft 
unsegmented body usually enclosed in 
a calcareous shell,” according to the 
Merriam-Webster Dictionary Online. In 
broad terms, it is a shellfish. 
In an interview with The Collegian, 
Hicks said that being a previous 
undergraduate and graduate student of 
Wes Tunnell, associate director for the 
Harte Research Institute for Gulf of 
México Studies and a professor of biology 
at Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi, 
allowed him the opportunity to take part 
in this publication.
Hicks developed an interest in seashells 
at a young age and through his love of 
the ocean and hobby of beachcombing 
became interested in studying mollusks. 
Hicks’ research has taken him from the 
Texas coast to the Yucatán Peninsula, from 
which he published papers on gastropods.
His chapter describes the Texas coast 
and the habitats where mollusks are 
found.
The encyclopedia is a first edition 
and was based on a book written by the 
scientist Jean Andrews in the 1970s. 
The current book, however, has vastly 
expanded the information that is available 
to readers.
“It certainly contains two or three times 
the number of species that the original 
one did. … We’ve increased our coverage 
to include what we call micro-mollusks, 
which are smaller than 1 millimeter … 
[and] offshore habitats,” Hicks said.
Students can learn more about mollusks 
by enrolling in his Texas Coastal Ecology 
course offered during the summer.
Cynthia García, a senior science 
education major, said she took the course 
during Summer Session II and had a 
positive experience.
“It was a very hands-on class, to the 
point where you are able to reference 
the information in textbooks to the 
information in the field,” García said, 
adding that if the opportunity arose to use 
“The Encyclopedia of Texas Seashells,” 
she would purchase it as a resource for 
her students.
Other students also expressed interest 
in enrolling in Texas Coastal Ecology.
 “I would since it has to do with my 
major. … I’m planning on being a marine 
biologist,” freshman biology major 
Jessica Solis said. 
Freshman biology major Adrian Tapia 
said, “It’s always good to know about 
your environment … what species live 
around your area.”
The “Encyclopedia of Texas Seashells” 
(Texas A&M University Press, $50.00) is 
available at bookstores online. 
Prof pens chapter on molluscan ecology and habitats
By Héctor Aguilar
Spanish Editor
Associate Professor David Hicks holds a copy 
of the “Encyclopedia of Texas Seashells,” 
which contains a chapter he wrote pertaining to 
mollusks. 
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the total number of positions available in 
all Dual Enrollment courses, including 
students who take more than one course.
Similarly to regular university 
enrollment, Mendez expects that 
enrollment for these services to reach 
a plateau by Wednesday, as students 
change their schedules. The ratio of 
students to teachers for these courses is 
15:1.
The current Dual Enrollment setup 
gives students the opportunity of 
graduating with up to 45 percent of an 
associate’s degree in liberal arts, he told 
The Collegian.
Taking Dual Enrollment courses allows 
the student to advance academically 
at a much faster rate and a student can 
potentially receive his or her doctorate at 
age 25 or 26.
Dual Enrollment courses are offered 
via online, face to face where a high 
school instructor teaches the UTB/TSC 
curriculum or with a UTB/TSC instructor 
teaching at the high school. 
Plans call for Dual Enrollment students 
attending the UTB/TSC campus for 
classes and a larger offering of courses 
so that students may obtain a greater 
amount of college credit before they 
graduate from high school, Mendez said.
He suggests high school students 
identify what they want to study and 
then sign a degree plan so they can take 
courses required for the degree.
“Once they see that degree plan and 
they see how many classes they have 
satisfied, they can actually have a true 
meaning of what they have actually 
accomplished and towards what,” 
Mendez said.
First  week of school
The Collegian asked several students 
what their thoughts were regarding their 
first week of school. Here is what they 
had to say:
“It’s been good; I’m a bit tired but 
it’s been good,” said Tania Pizaña, a 
freshman sonography major.
Freshman nursing major Mariana 
Gracia said, “It has been really good, 
the classes are fine, the students are nice 
and the teachers help you a lot, it’s been 
good.”   
“It’s been pretty hectic especially 
with the financial aid,” said Julia Vera, a 
sophomore nursing major.
Enrollment
Continued from Page 1




“I got beef with La Estancia. … I am 
paying a good amount of money for 
like my own room, my own apartment, 
etc. … People also tend to walk into 
my room without even knocking or 
without even giving us a heads-up or 
anything like that, that they’re going 
to shampoo the carpet o r 







r o o m s 
that’s [not] 
occup ied . 
… I could 
be like with 
my girlfriend 
or … I could be like i n 
my underwear and they just walk 
in? They’re going to see me in my 




“I think [President Obama’s] policies 
are kind of extreme. And, plus, he’s 
spending a lot of money with all 
his [policies]. I could probably use 
[health care reform] because I’m 
a college student. … I feel like I 
should take it because it’s free, but 
who’s going to p a y 
for all that 
w a s t e ? 
Someone 
is going t o 
have to be taxed for it, 
so I’m guessing it’s going to be the 
middle class, which most likely is 





--Compiled by Rene Cardona Jr.
--Photos by Michelle Serrano and 
Leslie Barrientos 
Do you have beef? If so, call 
Collegian reporter Rene Cardona Jr. 
at 882-5143 or send him an e-mail at 
collegian@utb.edu.
To lear n or not to lear n
I hope I learned things last 
fall semester. Of course, who 
doesn’t, right? However, this 
question resonated through 
my mind--and many others-
-as I sat flanked by two 
cheaters during one of my 
finals in May. 
They whipped out their torn-
in-half index cards swiftly and 
discreetly. The true tragedy, 
however, was the exam itself 
since memorization was key. 
The 12-question study guide 
seemed exceedingly simple 
to remember, no real studying 
required. In retrospect, 
learning was hardly necessary 
in this class since all tests had 
a study guide that may as well 
have been the test key. 
Should I have gone to the 
proper authorities? Perhaps I 
should have filed a complaint 
with the department.
But this wasn’t the only 
class where I encountered such 
glaring scholastic folly. Heck, 
it was in another department 
as well, so I conjectured 
that this egregious issue was 
interdepartmental. 
For this other class, the 
four quizzes we had to take 
rarely needed opening of 
the textbook because the 
professor gave a study guide 
and provided its answers. 
Only careful reading of the 
guide and copious outlinelike 
handouts that the professor 
provided were needed. This 
took on another form of 
scholastic shame in my mind.
I sat in these classes 
silently critiquing the nearly 
superfluous lectures that 
preceded the study guides and 
exams. They consisted of one 
professor reading out of the 
text and the other mumbling 
incoherencies without a 
context and continuously 
disseminating handouts, even 
though we had a textbook.
I sometimes wondered that 
I’d be better off just reading 
the books in the library during 
class time. After all, I am 
majoring in these subjects 
and have an interest in what 
is laid down in the texts 
whether the professors cover 
their material in an ostensibly 
ineffectual way. 
Then, more questions 
ran a mental muck: Am I 
to blame for not learning 
anything if I don’t ardently 
read and provide a personal 
impetus? Am I responsible 
for providing the learning 
experience? Or, do I take the 
easy way out and do what the 
professor tells me to do? 
At least I would get an A, 
and for many that’s what it 
comes down to. So, when I 
found myself diverging from 
the constraining study guides, 
trying to take in all I could, 
I told myself not to and just 
finish the guide to “success.” 
After incessant mental 
interrogation, I actually did 
diverge and attempted to learn 
the texts well, something 
other students probably won’t 
or actually do when presented 
with such an easy way out--
like those cheaters.
Study guides are great, but 
in all honesty they seem to 
be a hindrance if they are not 
executed correctly. Studying 
12 answers from a 50-page 
chapter and memorizing a 
hodgepodge of neatly outlined 
facts reiterated by a professor 
doesn’t seem like learning. 
But study guides can be 
good, like some I received 
that had plenty of questions-
-about 50--to keep me under 
the thumb of true knowledge 
acquisition and retention. 
In the end, though, it’s the 
A that matters, right? Now 
that question doesn’t require a 
study guide. 
By Rene Cardona Jr.
Staff Writer
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Kumon Math and Reading Center needs 
part-time help! Must be good in Algebra 
II and pre-calculus OR in language arts. 
Hours: Tue-Thurs, 3-7 p.m. 
Call Ms. Ponder at (956) 793-7944
 HELP WANTED
Blood drive
The Office of Student Health Services 
and United Blood Services will conduct 
a blood drive from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
today in Cardenas Hall South 117. For 
more information, call Student Health 
Services at 882-3896.
Shakespeare ‘Abridged’
Dingbat Productions will present 
“The Complete Works of William 
Shakespeare (Abridged)” at 7 p.m. 
Sept. 4 and 11 in the SET-B Lecture Hall. 
Admission is $3 for students and $5 for 
nonstudents. 
Study Skills workshop
The Student Success Center will 
present a “Study Skills” workshop from 
12:15 to 1:15 p.m. Sept. 9 in Cardenas 
Hall North 104. For more information,
 call 882-8292.
Swim lessons at REK Center
The Recreation, Education and 
Kinesiology Center will offer swimming 
lessons to the campus community and 
immediate family members. A private, 
45-minute lesson is $15 or $75 for six 
lessons, for REK Center members. A 
45-minute lesson is $20 or $100 for six 
lessons, for the campus community. The 
registration deadline is the first day of 
each class. Payments can be made with 
cash, check or credit cards at the REK 
Center information desk. For more 
information, call 882-5977.
Monterrey relief items sought
The campus community can drop off 
bottled water, canned goods, cooking 
oil, dry goods, beans, rice, corn meal, 
flour, diapers and other items at the 
Recreation, Education and Kinesiology 
Center, the Office of the Vice President 
for Student Affairs or the Student Union 
for a campus hurricane relief effort for 
residents of Monterrey, Mexico. For more 
information, call 882-5134.
--Compiled by Daniel Beltrán
If you would like your organization 
or department news published in The 
Collegian’s Briefs section, call Daniel 
Beltrán at 882-5143 or send him an 
e-mail at collegian@utb.edu.
Fo l lowing 
are among 
the incidents 
r e p o r t e d 
by Campus 
P o l i c e 
between July 
27 and Aug. 5.
At 9:26 a.m. 
July 27, the 
U n i v e r s i t y 
B o u l e v a r d 
Library Café was closed down due to a 
large amount of water inside. A Physical 
Plant employee determined that the air-
conditioning unit for the entire building 
was not working.
At 12:58 p.m. July 27, a woman 
reported that while she was in a University 
Boulevard Library restroom, another 
woman forcefully grabbed her head and 
kissed her. The student said she did not 
want to press charges.
At 1:30 p.m. July 27, a woman who 
might be mentally ill was reported to 
be walking around Cortez Hall. Family 
members escorted the woman home.
At 1:58 p.m. July 28, a man slipped on 
wet pavement and fell as he was walking 
to his vehicle in Lot Z. The man was 
transported to Valley Baptist Medical 
Center-Brownsville.
At 6:03 p.m. July 29, a student reported 
that his bicycle was stolen outside of 
Rusteberg Hall. 
At 7:12 p.m. July 29, a staff member 
reported that sparks were coming from 
the ceiling at the UTB/TSC South Padre 
Island Center. The South Padre Island 
Fire Department and a Physical Plant 
electrician checked the building but found 
no sign of smoke or fire.
At 10:57 p.m. July 29, a staff member 
overheard two unknown individuals 
make a threatening comment toward an 
unknown individual.
At 2:20 p.m. July 30, an officer on patrol 
found a man around the pool area of the 
Recreation, Education and Kinesiology 
Center. The man told the officer that he 
was an illegal immigrant; the officer 
called U.S. Border Patrol agents, and they 
took custody of the man.
At 2:16 p.m. Aug. 5, a custodian 
reported being stuck inside the elevator in 
the Arnulfo L. Oliveira Memorial Library. 
A Campus Police guard re-set a lever, and 
the elevator began to work again.
--Compiled by Alejandra González
The 2010-
2011 Texas 
A r m e d 
S e r v i c e s 
Scholarship 
is available to 
students who 
are part of 
the Reserve 
O f f i c e r s 
T r a i n i n g 
Corps and 
m a i n t a i n 
satisfactory academic progress. Students 
must be freshmen, members in good 
standing, must complete four years of 
ROTC training, must have a grade-point 
average of 3.0 or higher and an SAT score 
of 1590 or ACT score of 23, among other 
requirements. The deadline to apply is 
Tuesday. For more information, visit 
http://www.collegeforalltexans.com/
apps/financialaid/tofa2.cfm?ID=581.
The Scholarship Experts $5,000 
“Value of College” award is available to 
U.S. citizens or legal residents. Applicants 
must be enrolled at or recently graduated 
from any two- or four-year college in the 
U.S. and must submit a written response to: 
“What have you gotten out of your college 
experience and why has it been valuable 
to attend?” The deadline to apply online 
is Tuesday. For more information, go to 
http://campusdiscovery.com/start.
The Do-Over Scholarship is available 
to any legal resident of the United 
States. Applicants must be enrolled in 
an accredited post-secondary institution 
of higher education and submit a written 
response to: “If you could get one ‘do 
over’ in life, what would it be and why?” 
The deadline to apply is Tuesday. For 
more information, visit http://www.
scholarshipexperts.com/apply.htx.
The Blind/Deaf Student Exemption 
Program is available to students 
who are enrolled in classes for which 
the college receives tax support. The 
student must provide certification 
from the Department of Assistive and 
Rehabilitative Services of status as 
blind or deaf and fill out the “Special 
Programs Payment Authorization” form. 
For more information, go to http://www.
collegeforalltexans.com.
The Army ROTC College Student 
Scholarship is available to high school 
students planning on attending a four-
year college program. Applicants must 
be U.S. citizens, between the ages of 17 
and 26 and have a high school grade-
point average of at least 2.5. Contact your 
high school academic adviser or campus 
military science department for more 
information.
The Adopted Students Formerly 
in Foster or Other Residential Care 
Exemption scholarship is available to 
students who were adopted, were in 
foster or other residential care. It covers 
tuition and fees, other than property 
deposit fees, for courses for which 
the college receives tax support. The 
application is at: http://www.utb.edu/
em/fa/Pages/FAWaiversandExemptions.
aspx. For more information, visit http://
www.collegeforalltexans.com/apps/
financialaid/tofa2.cfm?ID=551. 
The National Collegiate Cancer 
Foundation scholarship is available 
to cancer survivors. Applicants must 
be college students between the ages 
of 17 and 27. Recipients are selected 
on the basis of financial need, an essay, 
recommendations, cancer story and 
demonstrating a “Will Win” attitude. The 
deadline to apply is Sept. 15. For more 
information, call (717) 215-0943, write to 
National Collegiate Cancer Foundation, 
Scholarship Committee, P.O. Box 14521, 
Silver Spring, Md. 20911 or send an 
e-mail to info@collegiatecancer.org. 
--Compiled By Daniel Beltrán
Check us out 
at
www.utbcollegian.com
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Students making The Village at Fort 
Brown their new home were greeted with 
many friendly and helpful residential 
assistants in bright orange shirts.
On Aug. 21, dozens of students 
moved into UTB/TSC’s student housing 
complex. 
“[Saturday] was the official move-in 
day, but students will probably be moving 
in [this] evening and even [Sunday] and 
as late as Monday,” said Douglas Stoves, 
director of Residential Life and Student 
Union.
With 331 students, Stoves said the 
facility is “100 percent [occupied], and 
the only rooms we have right now are 
emergency rooms.”
Asked what amenities The Village has, 
Stoves replied that a community kitchen 
was added to the complex.
“It’s nothing fancy, [it consists of] a 
sink, stove and a table, but it is something 
students have been asking for,” he said.
The Village also offers a computer 
lab, wireless Internet, cable television, 
a television in each room, a mini-
refrigerator, microwave, and a Campus 
Police officer is stationed to watch over 
The Village at night. 
One of many resident assistants who 
were at Move-In day bright and early 
was Anthony Milligan, a junior exercise 
science major. Milligan helped students 
carry “boxes, posters, chairs, some of his 
friend’s golf clubs, and other instruments” 
into students’ rooms.
He has helped students move in for two 
semesters now.
“It is very important to have a support 
group, especially for freshmen, and it’s 
really good to have someone there and be 
like, ‘Hey, man, [these are] the ropes, let 
me show you how it goes,” Milligan said 
about helping out. 
Like many other students moving in, 
Daily Hernandez, a freshman nursing 
major, said it is her first time living away 
from home, even though Brownsville is 
her hometown.
Hernandez, a graduate of Porter High 
School, said The Village “is a good 
opportunity for those who live very far 
away from campus” and is a step toward 
independence.
At the same time, however, she will 
cope with being away from home by 
“[going] to visit her family, so that I 
won’t feel lonely.”
Village puts out welcome mat for hundreds
By Stephanie Reyes
Staff Writer
Freshman education major Baylor Bickerton places 
his belongings in his new room at The Village at 
Fort Brown on Aug. 21.
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Students enjoyed doughnuts and 
aguas frescas, music and giveaways 
during Welcome Week’s Tardeada, held 
Wednesday afternoon in the Education 
and Business Complex courtyard. 
 Student Life made the aguas frescas, 
or punch, from jamaica and cantaloupe, 
said Cristi Rivera, administrative 
assistant for the department.
Besides refreshments, organizers 
also distributed the student handbook, 
information on Welcome Week events 
and gave directions to classrooms, 
Judicial Affairs Coordinator David 
Marquez said.
Students also received a booklet for 
the Passport Challenge. The “passport” 
is a booklet containing the names of the 
university’s departments. 
Students were asked to visit each 
department to obtain a stamp, then to 
take the passport to the Dean of Students 
Office, where they received a passport 
cover bearing the university logo and 
were entered in a drawing for a free 
laptop computer to be awarded during 
Orange Crush, said Yliana Guzman, 
administrative secretary for the Dean of 
Students Office.
The Tardeada got off to a slow start, 
but students waited patiently for the 
refreshments and to hear the sounds of 
UTB/TSC Marimbalacrán, under the 
direction of David Lopez, an adjunct 
professor in the Music Department.
Lopez said he was excited to be 
playing for the event.
“It’s great!” he said. We try to play for 
all the events to support our students, 
especially our new students coming, so 
it’s a great opportunity for the music 
students to play music … and share a 
little bit with new students as wel.” Eliza 
Niño was one of about 60 students who 
attended the event.
 “In the past Tardeadas, I have had 
sweetbread and coffee,” Niño said.
Sweet sounds and tastes at Tardeada
By Daniel Beltrán
Staff Writer
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 ARE YOU 
 ON TRACK?
 Investment guidanc
e for higher educatio
n professionals
Unsure of how to get and keep your retirement on track? 
We’re ready to help. Together, we can:
•   Analyze your portfolio. We’ll help you bring your total fi nancial 
picture — both workplace and personal savings — into focus.
•   Review your plan. We can help you prepare for up and down markets.
•   Choose investments. We’ll help you choose low-cost investments, from 
bonds and annuities to no-load mutual funds.
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Nombre: José Ángel Sánchez
Edad: 20
Ciudad Natal: Harlingen 
Promedio: 4.0
Especialidad: Historia y educación, grados 
8 a 12
Clasificación: Estudiante de tercer año
Fecha de graduación: Mayo 2012
Reconocimientos: Lista de la Rectora: 
Otoño 2008, Primavera 2009, Otoño 2009 y 
Primavera 2009.  
Pasatiempos: “Mis pasatiempos son ir a 
pescar, hacer ejercicio, ir a la playa, ir a las 
películas y salir con los amigos a las fiestas”. 
Actividades extracurriculares: “Juego 
fútbol americano, un poco de baloncesto, doy 
tutoría en el Reading Lab y a veces privada”.
¿Cuál sería tu trabajo ideal? “Sería 
trabajar en una preparatoria como maestro 
de economía o estudios sociales, y ser un 
entrenador de un equipo de fútbol americano”.
¿Cuáles son tus metas? “Mis metas son 
mantenerme en forma este semestre, y poder 
mantener mi promedio como está, y a lo 
mejor graduarme”.
¿Cómo te ves dentro de 10 años? “En 
10 años me gustaría ser un entrenador en 
jefe de un equipo de fútbol  de una escuela 
secundaria o universitaria--ese es mi sueño”.
¿Qué te gusta de la universidad? “Me 
gustan los profesores. Son muy astutos y 
agradables. También me gusta la comida y la 
gente que hay— [la gente] es muy buena y 
diversa”.
¿Qué les aconsejarías a los estudiantes 
de nuevo ingreso? “Que entren con mucho 
enfoque y que se mantengan así--y que traten 
de no alejarse de sus metas y sueños”.
¿Qué consejo les darías a los estudiantes 
para estudiar antes de un examen? “Antes 
de un examen que no estudien el día anterior--
que estudien antes de tiempo, que se preparen 
mucho más antes y que vengan a visitarme en el 
Reading Lab [si necesitan cualquier ayuda]”.
 




Si crees que es difícil comprar tus libros 
de texto este semestre, imagínate tratar 
de conseguirlos mientras desempeñas tus 
deberes par tu país en Afganistán.
Dos estudiantes de UTB/TSC han 
recaudado 600 libros para enviar a una 
biblioteca de préstamo para los soldados 
de E.U. en Afganistán. 
El proyecto comenzó el semestre de 
primavera anterior  cuando el Sargento 
Brian Jones le pidió a su hermano 
Jonathan Jones, estudiante de psicología 
y sociología, que le enviara dos libros.
“El me había pedido que le tratara 
de conseguir unos libros de texto, así 
que recurrí a un par de profesores, 
principalmente a Matt Johnson y al 
Dr. [William] Davis, y ellos fueron tan 
generosos que me dieron unos libros 
escolares que habían recibido de repaso 
y libros de texto de muestra  y cosas 
así”, Jonathan Jones dijo. “Contacté a mi 
hermano y le envié estos pocos libros y 
dijo, ‘Esto es grandioso; ojalá que todos 
los chicos pudieran recibir esto”.
Los soldados en el extranjero que están 
inscritos en cursos universitarios por 
Internet se encuentran con problemas 
cuando tratan de encargar los libros de 
texto requeridos.
“Normalmente es porque el correo no 
es muy seguro. … [El correo] tarda de 
dos a tres meses en llegar y para entonces, 
como sabrás, no lograron cumplir con los 
requisitos”, dijo Kim Jones, estudiante 
de primer año en psicología  y esposa de 
Jonathan Jones. “Así que terminan por 
retractarse del curso, de tal manera que 
cualquier libro es mejor que ninguno”.  
La profesora Leslie Meyer fue reclutada 
para ayudar cuando Kim Jones estaba en 
su clase de sociología.  
“De allí en adelante, Kim y yo 
trabajamos juntas formulando un e-mail 
para poder enviar... para que la gente se 
enterara de lo que estaba sucediendo”, 
Meyer dijo.
Los libros surgieron de diferentes 
departamentos académicos del campus. 
La consejera académica, Valerie 
Gámez contactó a los profesores de 
matemáticas, ciencias e ingeniería  y 
recaudó entre 90 y 100 libros, dijo Kim 
Jones. El Departamento de Ciencias de 
Comportamiento  en si donó más de 180 
libros de texto.
“Fue sorprendente”, Meyer dijo. 
“Estuve muy sorprendida de recibir 
tantos libros”.
Solamente se pueden enviar 600 libras 
de carga al extranjero cada vez, por lo 
tanto no les han llegado todos los libros 
a las tropas en Afganistán. El envío se 
logró a través de las fuerzas armadas y 
las inversiones personales de los Jones. 
“En sí es caridad. El solo envío no fue 
considerable, quizás unos doscientos 
dólares por pieza [carga]; no fue un 
problema”, Jonathan Jones dijo. “Ambos 
tenemos relaciones con las fuerzas 
armadas  mundialmente, así que nosotros 
nos encargamos de eso”.
Aproximadamente mil libras de libros 
han llegado a Afganistán. Aún no se ha 
establecido una biblioteca de préstamos, 
sin embargo Jonathan Jones dijo que 
es probable que su hermano tenga un 
pequeño edificio adjunto a la Oficina de 
Servicio Educativo en Afganistán. Jones 
no divulgó el lugar exacto porque aún no 
hay nada oficialmente establecido.
Cuando se le preguntó cuál era el 
mensaje que esta recaudación de libros 
les envía a los soldados en Afganistán, 
Jonathan Jones respondió que ellos creían 
que “la gente se preocupa lo suficiente 
por ellos cuando lo necesitan”.
“Cuando yo estaba en la primera 
guerra de Iraq, toda la gente decía que 
‘estábamos salvando a las mujeres y ellas 
estaban asistiendo a las universidades’, 
y ahora [nos consideran] un montón de 
asesinos de bebés”, él dijo. 
Kim Jones dijo, “Algunas veces, [los 
soldados] se sienten olvidados… Esto les 
hace saber que sí pensamos en ellos”. 
Jonathan Jones estuvo en la marina 
de E.U. por 20 años y dijo que él 
tiene muchas ideas más para servicio 
comunitario y proyectos de relación 
pública que perseguirá mientras continúa 
sus estudios de posgrado. Él también es 
voluntario de  CASA (Court Appointed 
Special Advocate) y es Francmasón. 
Kim Jones quiere ser una trabajadora 
social para los ancianos y anima a los 
demás para que se vuelvan voluntarios de 
CASA.
“Siempre existe la necesidad, tú sabes, 
solamente si la buscas”, Kim Jones 
dijo. “Si alguien quiere algún proyecto 
o un lugar en donde pueda contribuir 
su tiempo voluntariamente  en donde 
sean realmente apreciados y necesitados 
desesperadamente es como voluntario de 
CASA”.
Se donan libros para los soldados en Afganistán
Por Rene Cardona Jr.
Reportero
Estos son algunos de los libros de texto que Kim Jones recaudó de los departamentos del campus para 





Estudiante de primer año, Clarissa Contreras, pasa en bicicleta por el Paseo el martes pasado.
leslie Barrientos/Collegian
Visita nuestro sitio 
de Internet en:
www.utbcollegian.com
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Name: Circle K International  
Purpose: To foster compassion and 
goodwill toward others through service 
and leadership.
Established: October 2008 
President:OscarGarcia  III
Vice President: Luis E. Perez
Secretary: Rebecca Cardenas 
Treasurer: Sanjuana C. Zavala
Editor: Moises Castillo
Adviser: Karon Jahn 
Awards: Adviser of the year (2009), 
Project of the Year (2009), Member of 
the Year (2009). 
Community Service: Boo at the Zoo, 
Feast of Sharing, Texas Adopt-a-Beach 
and Texas Adopt-a-Highway cleanups, 
hurricane relief, 
Proyecto Juan Diego,  Centro Cultural 
summer program, UTB/TSC Build, 
Arbor Day tree planting, Adopt-A-
Paseo, Biggest Loser walk, ONE 
Brownsville Partners, Centro Cultural 
Health Fair, Good Samaritan Nursing 
Home, Children’s Museum, Brownsville 
Museum of Fine Art. 
Meetings: 1 p.m. the first and third 
Friday of each month in UBCB 1.104.
Requirements: Must be a UTB/TSC 
student with a 2.5 GPA or higher.
Dues: $37 annually. 
For more information: contact Garcia 
at 909-4311 or send an e-mail to cki.utb.
president@gmail.com , or Vice-President 
Luis E. Perez call (956) 639-6842 or 
email cki.utb.vicepresident@gmail.com.
 
Members of the Circle K International Club include (front row, from left) Editor Moises Castillo, Treasurer 
Sanjuana Zavala, Secretary Rebecca Cardenas, President Oscar Garcia and Vice President Luis E. Perez. 
Middle row: Kimberly Garcia, Dyna Elizondo, Orlando Ruiz and Alexander Garcia. Back row: Erick R. Almazan 
and Jaime Romo.
Mirtha E. CardEnas/CollEgian
--Compiled by Stephanie Reyes
Aries (March 21-April 19): Even 
Starbucks doesn’t work magic, so a 
good night’s rest and breakfast will 
keep you going the rest of the week. 
Taurus (April 20-May 20): One 
thing’s for sure: The half hour you 
spend contemplating your wardrobe 
won’t be worth it when 
your professor singles 
you out for being late.
Gemini (May 21-
June 21): Your first 
semester is the time to 
get used to college life 
and make new friends. 
Cancer (June 22-July 
22): Today you are going to see the 
bright side of things. What is so bad 
about earning an A for effort?    
Leo (July 23-Aug. 23): Hint for the 
day: Do not call in sick, then update 
your status “Gonna hit up the Island.” 
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 22): This 
semester you plan to really buckle 
down and show what you’re made of. 
Your biggest goal this semester: no fast 
food! 
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23):  This 
week, dress for comfort; believe me, 
you’re going to find yourself running 
from one side of the campus to the 
other, and that’s no fun.    
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21): It’s hard 
to get back into the study habit, but 
don’t sweat it. The stress will be easier 
to get used to.  
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): The 
extra 10 minutes this 
morning really made a 
difference. Your shine is 
so bright, even the stars 
are jealous.   
Capricorn (Dec. 22-
Jan. 19): This semester 
will be over before you 
know it, so take time to 
do some research for the next semester. 
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 19): Listen 
to your parents. For some odd reason, 
they’re right today, just like any other 
day. 
Pisces (Feb. 2-March 20): This week 
the sparkle in your eyes can really get 
you places, maybe even a lunch date 
with the cutie from speech class.





For advertising rates, call 882-5143.
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Cupid’sorner





Do you have a nickname? If yes, 
what is it? “Amore.”
What has been the craziest thing 
you’ve done or someone has done 
for you? “Singing at Chili’s Grill & 
Bar restaurant … with a lady in Puerto 
Rico.”
Would you tell your crush about 
your feelings? If yes, how? “I’d say it 
in a letter: You’re in my dreams every 
night.”
Do you still talk to your ex-
boyfriends? Why or why not? “Yes, 
because we have a good relationship, 
and it’s just one.”
What are you scared of? “Death.” 
What type of music do you listen to? 
“Pop, reggaeton and hip-hop.”
Do you prefer brains or beauty? 
“Beauty.”
Would you go on a blind date? Why? 
“Yes, because I haven’t done that, and 
it would be an experience. You have to 
take the risk.”
What movie do you watch over and 
over? “The Notebook.”
What’s your favorite song from the 
’80s? “Cyndi Lauper, ‘Girls Just Want 
to Have Fun.’”
Where do you see yourself in 10 
years? “In Miami.”
What is your dream? “To be a reporter 
in a Hispanic network.”
Who was the last person to tell you “I 







--Compiled by Daniel Beltrán
If you would like to be featured in 
Cupid’s Corner, call Daniel Beltrán 
at 882-5104 or send him an e-mail at 
collegian@utb.edu.
Mirtha Cardenas/ Collegian
Broadway star Bianca Marroquin 
staged “Luz” at the UTB/TSC Arts Center 
presenting a repertory of her favorite 
songs.
The concert started with a presentation 
of the musicians via spotlight. Then, 
Marroquin appeared in the middle of the 
stage in a black formal with shiny silver 
sequins.
Marroquin’s first song called “Luz” 
reflected the show’s theme: to lead an 
inspired life of hope and enlightenment 
and share it with others.
The show featured dancers Andrew 
Cheng and Eddie Bennett, who also 
choreographed the performance. 
Accompanied by the musicians and the 
dancers, the Monterrey native performed 
songs by both American and Mexican 
composers, including some of her own 
compositions. The musicians were under 
the direction of Tom Gallaher.
Marroquin sang “Solamente una vez,” 
“Me gustas tú” and the premiere of her 
song “Enciende tu luz.”  
The new song encourages listeners 
to look inside themselves when times 
are tough to find the inspiration to move 
forward.
The English performances included 
“I’m Not Afraid of Anything” from the 
musical “A New World,” “All That Jazz” 
from the Broadway musical “Chicago,” 
“Cabaret” and “New York, New York,” 
made famous by Liza Minnelli and Frank 
Sinatra.
Marroquin not only sang and danced but 
also played the piano when she sang “No 
pierdas fé,” which she composed at age 14 
and dedicated to a friend. 
Throughout the performance, Marroquin 
talked to the audience, taking members 
through a journey where they could relate 
with each other. 
All of the songs chosen by Marroquin 
have a special meaning to her and she 
made it very clear that her greatest joy 
was to share that with her public and that 
without their support and good wishes, she 
would not have gotten far in her career.
The concert included beautiful 
choreography and great music that 
made the audience laugh and even cry. 
Marroquin and the musicians made the 
environment in the Arts Center lovely and 
inspirational. Her many costume changes 
added to the show’s dazzle.
Among those who attended the show was 
Jimena Perez.
 “I truly loved ‘Luz,’ because besides 
being entertaining, [the show] also makes 
you meditate about life,” Perez said. 
“I’m happy that our local talent is being 
recognized.” 
Marroquin is the first artist from outside 
the university to perform at the Arts Center.
The concert was to benefit the 
construction in Matamoros, Tamaulipas, 
Mexico, of the Centro de Valores Humanos 
Casa Emaus A.C., a facility that will 
promote the development of core values in 
the community and serve as shelter during 
natural disasters.
After the presentation, Marroquin’s 
Facebook fan page was filled with 
congratulating fans and friends who were 
impressed by her talents.
The entertainer was born in Monterrey 
and grew up in Matamoros. She started 
her career in Mexico City in the Disney 
production of “Beauty and the Beast.” 




• See ‘Luz,’ Page 14
Musical variety in Patron of the Arts season
UTB/TSC students can enjoy concerts 
ranging from marimba and string quartet to 
piano and master chorale as part of the 26th 
season of the Patron of the Arts program.
The first concert starts at 7 p.m. Sept. 
18 in the Art Center’s Main Hall with 
performances by percussionist Israel 
Moreno and UTB/TSC’s Marimbalacrán. 
Moreno has been a featured soloist in 
festivals throughout Germany, Bulgaria, 
France, Spain, Argentina, the United States 
and other nations, according to the Patron 
program booklet.
“What’s really exciting about [the first 
show] is that [Moreno] is from Chiapas, 
Mexico, and he is an expert in marimba but 
also in pre-Hispanic music,” said SueZanne 
Williamson-Urbis, chair of the Fine Arts 
Department and an associate professor.
David Lopez, an adjunct professor who 
is Marimbalacrán’s director, said the group 
will perform “Perfidia,” “La llorona,” 
“Chiapa de corzo” and “El rascapetate.”
Marimbalacrán consists of students Tom 
Raines, Nicolas Hurtado, Vince Fernandez, 
Zeke Gonzalez, Jacob Castaneda, Michael 
Salinas and Percussion Studies Director 
Thomas Nevill.
“Most of the music we play is traditional 
music from Mexico,” Lopez said.
The Faculty Hispanic Heritage Concert 
will take place at 8 p.m. Sept. 25 in the Arts 
Center’s Main Hall and will feature “three 
fabulous pianists: Dr. Ken Saxon, Dr. Juan 
Pablo [Andrade], and Professor [Richard] 
Urbis,” Williamson-Urbis said.
Other faculty performers will be 
Assistant Professors Cristina Ballatori and 
Jonathan Guist, and Associate Professor 
Carol McNabb-Goodwin.
Richard Urbis also will perform at 8 p.m. 
Sept. 28 in the Main Hall. The program 
will start out with selections from Mexican 
composers Manuel Maria Ponce, Carlos 
Chavez, Ricardo Castro and Ernesto 
Elorduy.
Patron of the Arts concerts will include 
“instruments that you don’t generally see, 
ways of playing that you don’t generally 
see, and you’re going to see [a] tremendous 
variety,” said Urbis, who is artistic director 
of the organization. 
He said the Music Department “has 
talented people, but we give them the tools 
to be able to use their talent to the fullest.”
To see the complete list of events in the 
Patron of the Arts program, visit http://
www.utb.edu/vpaa/cla/music/Pages/
PatronArtsHome.aspx. 
Tickets for Patron of the Arts concerts 
range from $5 to $15. For more information, 




Professor Richard Urbis will perform the works of Mexican composers during his concert scheduled at 8 p.m. 
Sept. 28 in the Arts Center. Urbis is artistic director of the Patron of the Arts program.
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For years, UTB/TSC has gone without 
an athletics logo. 
Now, that has all changed. Unveiled 
last Wednesday during the Welcome 
Week pep rally, the fierce-looking logo 
caught students by surprise.
“It was a really positive [reaction],” 
said Director of Sports Information 
Ronnie Zamora. “At first, people weren’t 
sure what to make of it, but as we start 
looking at it more and more, you start 
liking it. The scorpion is not like a horse 
or a longhorn--it’s about 3 inches. So 
making a fierce-looking scorpion was a 
challenge.”
The Division of Student Affairs paid 
$2,000 for a logo package that includes 
three concept logos using UTB/TSC and 
a new scorpion image and two UTB/TSC 
logos independent of the scorpion image 
with an original hand-drawn font by the 
company Torch Creative.
Before handing the job to the Dallas 
company Torch Creative, the university 
tried to create a logo. It also asked 
art students and local companies for 
concepts, but nothing was ever used.
“It had been a joint effort for years; it 
had been discussed by all of the division 
staff, saying that we need something [to 
represent athletics],” Zamora said. “We 
needed an athletic logo; we have never 
had one, and most universities have [a 
logo].
He said they wanted the logo to “look 
fierce, to look strong and to look macho.”
“We wanted it to have eyes and have a 
face,” Zamora said.
Within a year, four logos by Torch 
Creative were rejected by UTB/TSC for 
a variety of reasons until the new logo 
was agreed upon, Zamora said. The 
logo was shown to a number of student 
athletes and some community members 
to see what they liked and what they did 
not like.
Athletic Director Todd Lowery said, 
“I’m excited about [the new logo], we 
needed something that was a little more 
athletic, and this suits our needs. We’re 
excited about having this on all of our 
new [equipment].” 
The next step is a mascot costume. 
UTB/TSC is the only university that 
has the scorpion as its mascot, and was 
featured on ESPN as one of the most 
creative college mascots. 
“We don’t have a scorpion [outfit], we 
had one done many many years ago that 
was more like a Halloween costume,” 
Zamora said. “The material did not last, 
and the next thing we will work on is a 
mascot itself.” 
Suggestions for the mascot’s name are 
being taken by the Office of Student Life. 
While it is not a competition, students 
are encouraged to e-mail their ideas to
studentlife@utb.edu. 
The Manuel B. Garza Gym features 
the new logo on its renovated flooring. 
Uniforms for all UTB/TSC athletics 
will now feature the new logo, with the 
exception of the baseball team. 
“It doesn’t apply to us because we 
got new uniforms last year. … Ours just 
say ‘Scorpions UTB/TSC.’…We knew 
that [the new logo] was coming, so we 
decided to play it safe and get a simple 
uniform,” Head Baseball Coach Bryan 
Aughney said.










What or who inspired you to start 
playing the sport? “Ever since I was 
small, my dad would take me to go 
watch him play and to his practices, so I 
just started liking soccer because of my 
dad.”
What has been your best moment 
while playing this sport? “I have won a 
lot of championships and tournaments.”
What is your most embarrassing 
moment? “I’ve had a couple of easy 
goals go in that shouldn’t have gone in.”
What have you learned from playing 
this sport? “I’ve learned teamwork, 
hard work, dedication and just working 
hard at everything you do.”
What is your favorite movie? “The 
Hangover.”
What kind of music do you listen to? 
“Tejano, hip-hop, R&B, even country. 
Mostly everything.”
What do you plan to do after 
graduation? “My dream is to continue 
playing soccer at a professional level, 
and if that doesn’t happen, I would like 
to use my degree and become a teacher 
and soccer coach in a high school.”





The UTB/TSC Men’s Soccer Team is 
truly a sight to see. 
You might be curious about these 
student athletes who spend so much time 
in the heat running drills and practicing 
penalty kicks, and actually like it.
So, who are these students?
For starters, senior kinesiology major 
Juan Gamboa has been the goalkeeper for 
UTB/TSC for the last four years. Gamboa 
holds the captain’s position for the second 
year in a row. 
“Every year it just keeps getting better,” 
he said. “Last year, we made it to the 
national openers. We want to get to the 
top 16 teams. We’ve been able to make it 
to the top 32 for the past two years, and 
we want to make it to the final rounds.” 
Newcomers Ernie Hernandez, a 
graduate of Hanna High School, and 
Padraic Ormsby, of Dublin, Ireland, are 
impressive as well. 
Hernandez, a freshman biology major 
who plays as a midfielder, is excited 
to start playing this season with the 
Scorpions.
“I’m glad to be playing with other 
people that are just as interested and have 
the same passion as [I do] for the game,” 
Hernandez said.
Ormsby, a freshman kinesiology major, 
is eager to prove his skills on the field. 
He has played competitive soccer for four 
teams across Europe. Ormsby is happy 
about the opportunity to play for the 
Scorpions.
 “I want to try the best for the team, 
and, hopefully, I can help them in some 
way, and have fun playing [soccer],” he 
said. 
However, with fun comes 
sacrifice.  
DeAndre Brown, of Jamaica, suffered a 
compound fracture on his leg, Coach Dan 
Balaguero told The Collegian via e-mail.
“He’s better and recovering, but it 
will be a while before he gets to play,” 
Gamboa said. 
The team has faced other early major 
injuries, according to the Scorpion 
Athletics Website. 
The Scorpions opened against Belhaven 
University on Friday and Mid-Continent 
College on Saturday in Hattiesburg, Miss. 
Results were not available at press time.
Soccer vets, newcomers 
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From there, she garnered parts in such 
plays as “Rent,” “Phantom of the Opera” 
and “Chicago.”
She is the first Mexican woman to land 
a leading role on Broadway and the only 
one ever to do “Chicago” in two different 
languages as the Roxie Hart character.
Marroquin has won many awards, 
including Best Actress from the Mexican 
Critics Association and the Helen Hayes 
Award for Lead Actress. She has performe
with Harry Connick Jr., George Hamilton, 
Patrick Swayze, Gregory Harrison, Tom 
Wopat, Patti LaBelle, Kevin Richardson, 
Huey Lewis, John O’Hurley and Wayne 
Brady.
She rejoined “Chicago” on Broadway 
last fall opposite Usher and was invited to 
record on the recently released “Chicago: 
the 10th Anniversary Edition” CD, sharing 
credits with artists such as Liza Minnelli, 
Chita Rivera, Brooke Shields and Melanie 
Griffith.
Marroquin starred as Maria in the 
Mexican production of “The Sound of 
Music” alongside Lisardo and Olivia 
Bucio. She joined the Broadway cast of “In 
the Heights” to play the role of Daniela.
Marroquin will perform “To Mexico 
from New York with Love” on Wednesday 
at the Merkin Concert Hall in New York 
City to benefit the victims of Hurricane 
Alex alongside Chita Rivera, Tom 
Wopat, Carol Woods, Brenda Braxton, 
Jaime Camil and members of the cast of 
“Chicago” and “In The Heights.”
Marroquin has an incredible talent that 
she has worked hard for and improved 
throughout her life.  She is an inspiration to 
all, she is the perfect example of following 
your dreams and truly believing that they 
come true.
Luz
Continued from Page 12
UTB/TSC Chess Team Grand Masters 
Timur Gareyev and Max Cornejo 
placed this summer at two individual 
tournaments in Irvine, Calif.
Gareyev won the College Tournament 
of Champions on July 31 after he battled 
players from several universities, and 
Cornejo finished fourth.
“Timur and Max actually met in the 
final round, and if Max would have won 
he would have been co-champion with 
one of the players from Texas Tech, but 
Timur ended up winning and so Timur 
was the out-right champion,” said Chess 
Director Russell Harwood said. “He had 
5½ out of 6 [points] and Max finished 4 
out of 6.”
After the College Tournament of 
Champions, both GMs competed Aug. 3 
in the U.S. Open of Chess, in which 474 
other chess players participated.
“Basically, they have the [Tournament 
of Champions] in conjunction with the 
U.S. Open [of Chess] and since they 
were already out there playing the 
college tournament, it just made sense 
to play the U.S Open also because 
they were already in the same place,” 
Harwood said.
Gareyev finished sixth and Cornejo 
14th on tie-breakers. Gareyev could not 
be reached for comment.
Cornejo said he benefited from the 
individual tournaments.
“Both tournaments were a really good 
experience for me,” he said. “It’s the first 
time that I play both tournaments, I had 
never played the individual college; it’s 
a really strong tournament.” 
Last year, the university’s chess team 
hosted the Pan American Intercollegiate 
Chess Tournament and the President’s 
Cup: Final Four of Chess. 
“We’re not going to be hosting any of 
the events this year, which takes a little 
bit of the pressure off us, I would say,” 
Harwood said. “When you’re playing 
at home, the expectations are higher. 
Everyone figures, ‘Well, you’re at home, 
you should do better,’ and, actually, I 
think there was more pressure on them 
being at home, so I’m sort of glad it’s 
over and we’re back to normal.”
Harwood hopes his team finishes in 
first place instead of second this year, if 
it advances to the Final Four.
The chess team’s next tournament will 
be the 76th annual Southwest Open Sept. 
6-9 in Corpus Christi.  
2 place at summer chess tournaments
By Cleiri Quezada
Staff Writer
If you think it’s hard shopping for 
textbooks as this semester begins, imagine 
trying to get them when you’re serving in 
Afghanistan. 
Two UTB/TSC students have collected 
600 books for shipment to a loan library 
for U.S. soldiers in Afghanistan. 
The project began last spring semester 
with two books 1st Sgt. Brian Jones 
asked his brother Jonathan Jones, a senior 
psychology and sociology major, to send 
him.
“He had asked me to try to get him 
some textbooks, so I went to a couple 
of my professors, mainly Matt Johnson 
and Dr. [William] Davis, and they were 
generous enough to give some textbooks 
they’ve gotten for like review and sample 
textbooks and stuff like that,” Jonathan 
Jones said. “I contacted my brother and 
sent him these few books and he said, 
‘This is great; I wish all the guys over 
here could get it.’”
Soldiers overseas who are taking online 
college courses encounter problems when 
ordering their required texts.
“Usually it’s because the mail is so 
undependable. … It takes two to three 
months and by that time, you know, 
they’ve failed to meet their requirements,” 
said Kim Jones, a freshman sociology 
major and wife of Jonathan Jones. “So, 
they end up having to drop the course or 
withdraw, so any book is better than no 
book.”
Assistant Professor Leslie Meyer was 
drafted to help as Kim Jones sat in her 
Introduction to Sociology class. 
“From there, Kim and I worked together 
on an e-mail to send out … to make people 
aware of what was going on,” Meyer said. 
Books then came from different 
academic departments on campus. 
Academic Adviser Valerie Gamez 
contacted math, science and engineering 
professors and collected 90 to 100 
books, Kim Jones said. The Behavioral 
Sciences Department, alone, donated 180 
textbooks. 
“It was amazing,” Meyer said. “I was 
very surprised to get as many books as we 
did.”
Only 600 pounds of cargo can be shipped 
overseas at a time, so all the books have 
yet to reach the troops in Afghanistan. 
The shipping has been achieved through 
military channels and personal investment 
from the Joneses. 
“It’s just charity in its own. Just the 
shipping, it wasn’t substantial so probably 
a couple hundred bucks a [shipment]; 
no big deal,” Jonathan Jones said. “We 
both have connections in the military 
worldwide, so we just took care of it.”
Roughly 1,000 pounds of books have 
arrived in Afghanistan. So far, no lending 
library has been set up, but Jonathan Jones 
said it’s probable his brother will have a 
small building attached to the Educational 
Service Office in Afghanistan. Jones did 
not disclose the exact location because 
nothing official has been determined. 
Asked what message this book 
collection effort sends to soldiers in 
Afghanistan, Jones said they think that 
“people care enough about them when 
they need it. Because when I was in the 
first Iraqi war, everybody was like ‘We are 
freeing women and they’re going to go to 
college,’ and, now, we’re just [considered] 
a bunch of ‘baby killers.’”
Kim Jones said, “Sometimes, [soldiers] 
feel like they’re forgotten. … This lets 
them know we do think about them.”
Jonathan Jones served in the U.S. Navy 
for 20 years and said he has a lot of other 
ideas for community service and public 
relation projects that he will pursue as he 
continues his studies in graduate school. 
He also volunteers as a court-appointed 
special advocate and is a Free Mason. 
Kim Jones wants to become a social 
worker for the elderly and encourages 
others to volunteer as a court-appointed 
special advocate. 
“There’s always a need, you know, it’s 
just if you look for it,” Kim Jones said. “If 
somebody wants a project or someplace to 
volunteer where they’re really appreciated 
and desperately needed, it’s [as] a CASA 
volunteer.” 
Campus donates books to soldiers in Afghanistan 
By Rene Cardona Jr.
Staff Writer 
Kim Jones stands behind some of the textbooks 
donated to soldiers in Afghanistan who are taking 
online courses.
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The Collegian asked Chapa about those 
students who claim to have submitted their 
application by March and had still not 
received their monies.
“We still have some [applicants] 
that applied early but didn’t bring their 
documents until July or August,” Chapa 
said. “That doesn’t do you any good because 
you are still stuck in that late mode.” 
When an application is missing 
documents, students are sent an e-mail, 
or tracking letter, requesting additional 
records. 
“We are doing the best we can. We had a 
lot of late applicants in spite of the fact that 
we did this red light campaign,” Chapa said. 
“We had posters, brochures, we sent e-mails 
several times. [Students] have to meet us 
halfway.”
Friday morning, the university announced 
it was extending the payment deadline until 
Tuesday for students who registered late.
 Freshman biology major Heriberto 
Gutierrez said he applied for financial aid 
before March.
 “I had asked them the very first day if 
there were other papers I needed to turn in 
but they said, ‘No, no that’s all you need,’” 
Gutierrez said.  
He said he received tracking letters after 
visiting the Financial Aid Office to check on 
his application status. 
The deadline to apply for financial aid for 
the spring semester is Nov. 1, and for the 
2011 summer sessions is April 1.  
 “Students completing the financial aid 
application and verification process after 
these deadlines may receive financial aid 
consideration during the semester, but 
must be prepared to pay for classes with 
personal funds by the registration payment 
deadlines,” according to an e-mail from 
Georgiana Velarde, assistant director for 
Financial Aid.
For 2009-2010, 19,244 students received 
a combined $98,430,144.37 in financial aid. 
Financial Aid
Continued from Page 1
Attention, freshmen: Undecided about 
which career to invest your college 
education in? Career Services is here to 
help students prepare for a career.
This department offers assistance in 
preparing résumés, helps students develop 
and perfect interview skills. 
Career Services is located in the Old 
Education Building, across from the 
Campus Police headquarters. Its office is 
open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through 
Friday. Counselors take walk-ins or you 
can call 882-5627 for an appointment. 
The department conducts several job 
fairs throughout the academic year. This 
semester, fairs for all majors are scheduled 
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Sept. 29 and from 9 
a.m. to 1 p.m. Nov. 4 in the Jacob Brown 
Auditorium. The  Fall Graduate and 
Professional School Fair takes place from 
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Oct. 22 in the Student 
Union’s Gran Salon. This fair is for juniors 
and seniors who plan to apply for graduate 
school. Fairs are open to UTB/TSC alumni.
Students can also look for internships at 
Career Services.
Jaime Villanueva, the department’s 
coordinator for student relations, said a 
contract has been signed with the City of 
Brownsville for 20 internships.
Villanueva strongly encourages students 
to apply for internships before their senior 
year. 
“That is the No. 1 thing recruiters are 
looking for, is students with experience,” 
he said.
Career Services also offers resources to 
prepare for job interviews such as résumé 
preparation and mock interviews.
“When a student finishes a mock 
interview, he or she is told about their 
weaknesses and strengths during the 
interview,” Program Director Juan Andres 
Rodriguez said.
Students also can create a profile and 
post their résumés on the department’s 
Scorpion Career Connections Website, 
Rodriguez said.
The McAllen- Edinburg-Mission 
metropolitan area is ranked No. 4 among 
the top 25 best performing cities by the 
Milken Institute.
 According to the U.S. Department of 
Labor, the top five occupations with the 
most openings and requiring bachelor’s 
degrees are elementary schoolteachers, 
except special education; postsecondary 
teachers; general and operations managers; 
accountants and auditors; and secondary 
schoolteachers, except special and 
vocational education.
UTB/TSC graduates can take advantage 
of the department’s services at no charge, 
but current students take priority.
Career Services consists of six full-
time employees: a program director, two 
coordinators, two career specialists and a 
secretary.
Villanueva advises incoming freshmen 
“to get involved, find a club that you want to 
join, to interact with different departments 
and if you need help in anything, ask for 
help.”
He also suggests that they start building 
a relationship with Career Services because 
it can help them find jobs.
For more information, call Career 
Services at 882-5627.
Want a dream job? Career Services can help
By Stephanie Reyes
Staff Writer
The Office of Student Life has an event 
for you when you need to unwind from the 
stress of homework and classes.
The department is composed of three 
main areas: campus activities, student 
organization services and the Leadership 
and Mentoring Program.
Campus activities are held throughout the 
academic year and include special speakers, 
comedians, movie nights and Noche 
Bohemia, where any student can perform 
music. 
Student Life also sponsors annual 
events such as Halloween Havoc and the 
Bougainvillea Ball.
Such events are filled with fun activities. 
“All of these events are ongoing, they 
are free to students, it’s a great way to save 
some cash, it’s a stress relief from your 
regular [classes],” said Sergio Martinez, 
Student Life director. “We also [offer] a lot 
of food, a little snack here and there.”
 Student Organization Services assists the 
75 registered student organizations.
SOS guides “student organizations in 
producing an activity that will be successful, 
safe, and that will advance the goals of the 
student organization,” according to the 
department’s Website.
Another program Student Life administers 
is the Leadership and Mentoring Program. 
The program is composed of upper-class 
students.  
Incoming freshmen are encouraged to 
meet with an individual mentor to “guide 
them and help them out their first year,” 
Martinez said.
“We know that students who meet with 
a mentor and work with them for whatever 
challenge have better grades and just have 
a better time than someone who just goes 
to class and doesn’t really connect with 
anybody,” he said. 
If you would like a mentor, contact 
Student Life at 882-5111.  
Student Life rounds out experience
By Christine Cavazos
Collegian Editor 
Students queue up to pay their balances at the Business Office on Aug. 23, the first day of fall semester classes 
at UTB/TSC. 
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William Shakespeare may be the best 
English writer who ever lived but, in 
reality, many college students can’t relate 
to his plays with centuries-old puns and 
philosophical underpinnings some don’t 
grasp. 
Dingbat Productions’ “Complete Works 
of William Shakespeare (Abridged)” fuses 
hilarity, actor-audience interaction and 
modern-day references, culminating in a 
sidesplitting show. Plus, it’s great for that 
21st-century mind with a short attention 
span because multiple Shakespearean 
plays are performed in about two hours 
with bursts of absurdity like vomiting. 
Yes, vomiting--fake vomiting, but 
vomiting nonetheless. 
The lack of seriousness taken with 
Shakespeare’s works is evident as Oscar 
Gutierrez, one of the three actors who act 
out all of the plays’ roles, twists history, 
saying the bard invaded Poland. 
The play starts out fairly strong with the 
trio’s rendition of “Romeo and Juliet.”
Because the three actors are men, you 
know the jokes and awkwardness are 
a few scenes away, like the act where 
Romeo meets Juliet and coaxes a kiss 
from her. 
In this play, though, Romeo is kneed 
by Gutierrez who donned a nasty black 
wig as his Juliet costume. As Romeo falls 
to the floor, he lets out the “sss--ahhhh” 
complaint made famous by Peter Griffin 
in “Family Guy.” 
Alan Hernandez, who plays Romeo, 
did a fantastically funny job as Juliet’s 
Nurse with his wails, howls and screams. 
Overall, the gender bending had the 
audience in laughter all the way ’til the 
lovers’ deaths.  
And don’t think the play is entirely a 
play. 
The performers bust a rap as a substitute 
for the tragedy of “Othello” because they 
discover a “physical limitation.” Not one 
of them is black to play the part of Othello. 
So they put on yellow and green caps, 
and actor David Boon says he loves 
Eminem before he continues the rap. 
Surprisingly, the play’s plot is delivered 
effectively through the three-minute-long 
rap. 
The players then give a quick explanation 
about Shakespeare’s comedies and decide 
to conflate all 16, dubbing it the “Real 
Housewives of Verona.” 
As one actor narrates, the others act out 
the words, giving the play speed. More 
allusions to pop culture are sprinkled, 
such as namedropping Miley Cyrus and 
an appearance of a censor sign. 
When “Macbeth” is performed, you 
may not understand what the actors say 
through the extreme Scottish accents 
used, but the excessive rolling of the r’s 
makes you again laugh nonstop. 
Gutierrez pretends to vomit as he makes 
his way to the audience during “Anthony 
and Cleopatra,” and the others call him out 
on it and the different ugly wig he wears. 
At this point, one wonders what will lie 
ahead and how the show can get funnier. 
The answer is random dancing and 
through the on-stage worship of a Godzilla 
toy. 
Before intermission, a spat breaks out 
between Boon and Gutierrez because the 
latter doesn’t want to perform “Hamlet.” 
They jump off stage and run out of the 
lecture hall. Once it’s over, the skewing of 
Shakespeare continues.
Gutierrez comes out in a white sheet 
with a sign that says ghost to portray 
Hamlet’s dead father and somewhere 
further along, insults directed at Lindsay 
Lohan are slung. Here, the laughs come to 
a short slowdown because the players get 
audience members on stage to participate 
in a Freudian analysis of Ophelia during 
the “get thee to a nunnery” scene.  
Despite the time it takes to train several 
audience members to represent Ophelia’s 
mental components, it is certainly worth 
it. The audience member chosen to play 
Ophelia lets out a piercing, believable 
scream. 
Puppets, slow-motion sword fights, 
imagined light sabers and more drag 
courtesy of Gutierrez seal the play. 
It’s a shame not many showed up to the 
first showing because it was hilarious. I 
strongly encourage all to see it. One hears 
the word Shakespeare and runs for the 
hills, but in this context it will have you 
wanting more contortion of classics.
 
Sidesplitting Shakespeare 
By Rene Cardona Jr.
Staff Writer
David Boon, Allen Hernandez and Oscar Guerrero act a scene from The Complete Works of William 
Shakespeare: Abridged.
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